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Facile synthesis and optical properties of extended TPA-Benzodifuran

derivatives connected by cyano-vinylene junctions

Alexandre Faurie, Frédéric Gohier, Pierre Frère∗

Université d’Angers, Moltech-Anjou UMR CNRS 6200, 2 Boulevard Lavoisier, 49045 Angers, France

Two new conjugated molecules based on triphenylamine – benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]difuran moieties and integrating

cyanovinyl bonds have been synthesized by using the new benzodifuran-acetonitrile synthon, easily and rapidly

prepared in two steps from 2,2’-(2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-phenylene)diacetic acid. The electronic properties of the

molecules were analysed by UV-Vis absorption and emission spectroscopies and cyclic voltammetry. The po-

tential use of the molecules as donor materials for photovoltaic conversion were evaluated in simple bilayer solar

cells using C60 as the acceptor materials. The comparison between the two derivatives reveals that the extension

of the conjugated system with the insertion of furan cycles leads to a narrowing band gap, a better emission

property, a direct access to dication state and an enhancement of the photovoltaic characteristics.

1. Introduction

Furan-based conjugated derivatives represent a new investigated

class of functional π conjugated systems motivated by their potential

applications as semiconducting materials in advanced optoelectronic

devices [1,2]. Over the last decade several works brought out relevant

benefits of the furan cycle for the development of conjugated materials

[3]. The decrease in the aromaticity of the furan compared to the other

aromatic rings constitutes an asset by allowing a better electronic de-

localization along the conjugated chain. Moreover, it has been specu-

lated that the insertion of furan cycles increased the rigidity and the

planarity of the conjugated structures while maintaining a good solu-

bility of the materials [1,4–7]. Finally, the relevant electronic proper-

ties and good processability of the materials make furan-based con-

jugated systems good candidates to be used as semiconductors in field

effect transistors (OFET) [8–11] and organic photovoltaic cells (OPV)

[12–15]. On the other hand, high interest of furan – based materials

concerns their strong emissivity often observed both in solution and in

the solid state [5,16–19]. Thus, the insertion of furan core in conjugated

systems represents an efficient strategy for the development of lumi-

nogens that are promising for the development of organic electro-

luminescent diodes (OLED) [20,21].

As an extension of the studies about furan-based semiconductors,

many works have been recently devoted to furan-fused systems and

mainly to benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]difuran units BDF) variously substituted

on the benzenic core and/or on the furan units (Fig. 1) [22]. Derivatives

integrating BDF units substituted on the furan positions often present

high emission properties in the solid state that can be used for OLED

applications [23–28]. BDF constitute also an attractive electron donor

building block for the synthesis of donor -acceptor copolymers [29–36]

or small molecules [37] used as donor materials in OPV. The synthetic

approach of the BDF units often requests several delicate steps [38–41].

In recent contributions, we have shown that rapid synthetic approaches

in two steps could be used for the synthesis of BDF-based small mole-

cules [42–44]. In the continuation of this work, we report here on the

rapid synthesis of the diacetonitrile-BDF derivative DiACN-BDF (Fig. 1)

as a new building block to develop extended BDF materials via Knoe-

venagel condensations. Two examples of derivatives BDF1 and BDF2

combining BDF and triphenylamine (TPA) moieties have been synthe-

sized and studied. The influence of the extension of the conjugated

systems with furan units on the electronic properties of BDF1 and BDF2

is demonstrated.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Synthesis

2,2’-(2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-phenylene)diacetic acid 1 and TPA-CHO

were purchased in Aldrich and used as received. Ylide 3 [45] and TPA-

Fu-CHO [46] were prepared as described in the literature.

2.1.1. Benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]difuran-2,6(3H,7H)-dione 2

A 10mL tube equipped with a magnetic stirring bar was filled with

250mg of compound 1 (1.1 mmol) and 0.5mL of acetic anhydride in
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5mL of toluene. The tube was sealed with a rubber cap and irradiated

in CEM microwave Discover (P: 250W, T=125 °C, P=5 bars) for

15min. The mixture was cooled to room temperature and the solid was

recovered by filtration and washed with 1mL of toluene to give 188mg

of 2 (90%) as a white powder.

Mp=248 °C (dec.). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 300MHz)): δ 7.07 (s, 2H),

3.79 (s, 4H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 75MHz)): δ 173.3, 150.9, 123.3, 107.7,

33.5. EI-MS: 190 (M+) [47].

2.1.2. 2,2’-(benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]difuran-2,6diyl)diacetonitrile) DiACN-

BDF

In a sealed 10mL microwave tube, a suspension of 140mg of 2

(0.74 mmol) and 440mg of ylide 3 (1.5 mmol) in 5mL toluene was

irradiated (P: 250W, T: 125 °C, P: 5 bars) for 20min. The mixture was

cooled to room temperature and the solid was recovered by filtration

and washed with 3×4 mL of toluene to give 90mg of DiACN-BDF

(50%) as a grey powder.

Mp: 260 °C (dec.). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 300MHz)): δ 7.57 (s, 2H), 6.81

(s, 2H), 3.94 (s, 4H). The solubility of DiACN-BDF is too low for ob-

taining 13C NMR. HRMS (EI) calcd for C14H8N2O2: 236.0586, found:

236.0583.

2.2. General procedure for Knoevenagel condensations

A mixture of 70mg of DiACN-BDF (0.3 mmol) and 0.62mmol of

aldehyde TPA-CHO (170mg) or TPA-Fu-CHO (210mg) and a catalytic

amount of tBuONa (5mg) was stirred in ethanol (10mL) for 24 h at

room temperature. The precipitate was separated by filtration and

washed with 3× 5 mL of ethanol and dried in high vacuo giving co-

loured powder.

2.2.1. BDF1

112mg of purple powder (50% yield).Mp > 260 °C 1H NMR

(CDCl3, 300MHz): δ 7.82 (d, 4H, J= 8.9 Hz), 7.70 (s, 2H), 7.57 (s, 2H)

7.36–7.31 (m, 8H), 7.19–7.15 (m, 12H), 7.06–7.02 (m, 6H). The solu-

bility of BDF1 is too low for obtaining 13C NMR. MALDI-TOF-MS: m/

z=746.3 [M]+. HRMS (m/z, FAB+) calcd for C52H34N4O2: 746.2682,

found: 746.2674.

2.2.2. BDF2

145mg of violet powder (55% yield). Mp > 260 °C 1H NMR

(CDCl3, 300MHz): δ 7.71 (d, 4H, J= 8.9 Hz), 7.54 (s, 2H), 7.52 (s, 2H),

7.32–7.26 (m, 8H), 7.16–7.07 (m, 20 H), 6.73 (d, 2H, 3.8 Hz). The so-

lubility of BDF2 is too low for obtaining 13C NMR. MALDI-TOF-MS: m/

z=878.5 [M]+. HRMS (m/z, FAB+) calcd for C52H34N4O2: 878.2893,

found: 878.2889.

2.3. Preparation of the solar cells

Indium-tin oxide coated glass slides of 24×25×1.1mm with a

sheet resistance of RS= 10Ω/sq were purchased from VisionTek

Systems Ltd. The substrates were scrubbed using dishwashing soap

before being cleaned by a series of ultrasonic treatments for 15min in

distilled water, acetone, and isopropanol. Once dried under a steam of

nitrogen, a UV-ozone plasma treatment (UV/Ozone ProCleaner Plus,

Bioforce Nanosciences) was performed for 15min. A filtered aqueous

solution of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy-thiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate)

(PEDOT:PSS; Clevios P VP. AI 4083) through a 0.45 μm RC membrane

(Millex®) was spun-cast onto the patterned ITO surface at 5000 rpm for

40 s before being baked at 115 °C for 15min. The films of donor ma-

terials BDF1 and BDF2 were spun-cast from chloroform solutions

containing 2mg/mL of material then the cells were completed by the

successive thermal deposition of C60 (30 nm) and aluminum (80 nm) at

a pressure of 10−6 Torr through a shadow mask defining two cells of

27mm2 each. J vs V curves were recorded in the dark and under illu-

mination using a Keithley 236 source-measure unit and a home-made

acquisition program. The light source is an AM1.5 Solar Constant

575 PV simulator (Steuernagel Lichttecknik, equipped with a metal

halogen lamp). The light intensity was measured by a broad-band

power meter (13PEM001, Melles Griot). EQE was recorded under am-

bient atmosphere using a halogen lamp (Osram) with an Action Spectra

Pro 150 monochromator, a lock-in amplifier (Perkin-Elmer 7225) and a

S2281 photodiode (Hamamatsu).

Fig. 1. Structures of benzodifuran derivatives.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of compounds BDF1 and BDF2.
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3. Results and discussion

The synthetic pathway of BDF1 and BDF2 is presented in Scheme 1.

The synthesis of the benzodifuran core is performed in two steps from

the dihydroxyphenylene diacid 1. The first step corresponds to a double

lactonization of 1 in presence of acetic anhydride. The product 2 is then

engaged in a double Wittig reaction with the stabilized ylide 3 to give

after rearrangement the diacetonitrile-BDF compound DiACN-BDF.

These two successive reactions are carried out under microwave irra-

diation, which considerably reduces the reaction times. Thus, the first

reaction is carried out in 15min in 90% yield under microwave irra-

diation, against 5 h in 67% yield by using conventional heating [47].

The second step is performed in 20min to give DiACN-BDF in 50%

yield. The treatment of these two steps consists of a simple filtration of

the reaction medium followed by a washing with ethanol of the ob-

tained solids.

The target molecules are synthesized by a double Knoevenagel re-

action carried out in ethanol at room temperature in presence of cata-

lytic amount of tBuONa and by using a slight excess of the aldehydes

TPA-CHO and TPA-Fu-CHO (2.1 equivalents). BDF1 and BDF2 are

obtained by filtration then washing with ethanol in 50 and 55% yield

respectively.

The electronic properties of the molecules BDF1-2 have been eval-

uated by theoretical calculations and analyzed by absorption and

emission electronic spectroscopies and cyclic voltammetry. Theoretical

and experimental data of the two compounds are gathered in Table 1.

Theroretical calculation were performed at the density functional

theory level with the Gaussian package. Becke's three -parameter gra-

dient corrected functional (B3LYP) with a polarized 6-31G (d,p) basis

was used for full geometry optimization of all compounds. The contours

of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of BDF1 and BDF2 and a schematic

evolution of their levels are shown in Fig. 2. The optimized config-

urations of BDF1 and BDF2 converge to a perfectly planar structure of

the central core of the molecules while the external phenyl units show a

torsion with the central BDF moiety. Thus, the HOMO and LUMO or-

bitals extend over the entire conjugated system located between the

two nitrogen atoms of the TPA units without the contribution of the

external phenyls. The insertion of the furan cycles in BDF2 leads to a

decreasing of 0.3 eV of the HOMO-LUMO gap concomitant both to a

0.11 eV destabilization of the HOMO level and a 0.19 eV stabilization of

the LUMO level.

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) of compounds BDF1 and BDF2 was

performed in reduction and oxidation. If in reduction the two com-

pounds do not present any electroactivity until−1.8 V, in oxidation the

CVs present two reversible oxidation waves (Fig. 3). The analysis of the

first wave for BDF1 shows the presence of two close oxidation processes

with peak potentials at E1=1.04 V and E2=1.15 V, corresponding to

the formation of radical cation then dication. The third oxidation wave

with a peak potential at E3=1.72 V is due to the formation of the

trication radical. For compound BDF2, the extension of the conjugation

with the two furan cycles favours the access to the polycationic state.

Thus, the first oxidation wave at E1=0.95 V corresponds to a direct

access to the dication in a bi-electronic process while the oxidation to

the trication radical is at E2= 1.37 V. Recently similar results were

obtained with extended benzofuran – thiophene-TPA derivatives [49],

indicating that the central benzodifuran moiety allows a perfect

Table 1

Theoretical HOMO and LUMO levels, experimental optical and electrochemical data.

Cpd Theoretical dataa Optical data Electrochemical

dataf

LUMO (eV)

HOMO (eV)

ΔEthe
(eV)

λmax
b

(nm)

ΔEopt
c

(eV)

λem
d

(nm)

Φ
e

(%)

Eoxidation (nb e−)

(V)

BDF1 EL=−2.29

EH= - 4.86

2.57 475

499 (sh)

2.25 541 17 E1=1.04 (1 e−)

E2= 1.15 (1 e−)

E3= 1.72 (1 e−)

BDF2 EL=−2.48

EH= - 4.75

2.27 516

547 (sh)

2.07 596 30 E1=0.95 (2 e−)

E2= 1.37 (1 e−)

a Calculation performed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory.
b 10−5M in THF.
c Optical band gap calculated from the edge of the absorption band.
d 10−5M in THF.
e Relative quantum yield evaluated according to the standard procedure by using

Rhodamine B in ethanol as standard solution (Φs= 0.97) [48].
f 5 10−4M in 0.1M Bu4NPF6 – CH2Cl2, 100mV s-1, Pt working electrode, ref SCE.

Fig. 2. Calculated HOMOs and LUMOs and energy levels for BDF1-2.

Fig. 3. CV traces of BDF1 (top) and BDF2 (bottom): 5 10−4M solution in CH2Cl2 con-

taining 0.1M Bu4NPF6, v= 100mVs−1.
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electronic delocalization. The experimental HOMO levels, calculated

from the onset of the oxidation peak [50] (−5.6 eV for BDF1 and

-5.5 eV for BDF2), follows the tendency given by the theoretical cal-

culations with in particularly a small difference between the levels of

BDF1 and BDF2 of only 0.1 eV.

The absorption and emission spectra of the compounds BDF1 and

BDF2 were performed in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution. Fig. 4 pre-

sents the normalized absorption and emission spectra of the com-

pounds. The two compounds present a partially structured absorption

bands corresponding to the π−π* transition with a λmax and a shoulder

at 475 and 499 nm for BDF1 and at 516 and 547 nm for BDF2. The

structuration of the bands reflects the rigidity of the conjugated due to

the central BDF moiety. In accordance with the theoretical calculations,

the extension of the conjugation with the insertion of two furan cycles

in BDF2 leads to a decreasing of the band gap from 2.25 eV for BDF1 to

2.07 eV for BDF2. The two compounds present an intense emission with

maxima at λem=541 nm for BDF1 and at 596 nm for BDF2. The pre-

sence of the furan units enhances the emission properties with a

quantum yield Φ of 30% for BDF2 and only of 17% for BDF1. Many

linear conjugated systems built from cyano-vinyl units are known to

present the aggregation induced enhancement emission (AIEE) phe-

nomena [17,51,52]. Aggregates of BDF1 and BDF2 were formed by

adding water to the THF solutions. As shown in Fig. S1 in the sup-

porting information, the emission intensities decrease for becoming

quasi null from 50% in volume of water. Thus, these two derivatives see

their fluorescence properties governed by the aggregation caused

quenching (ACQ) effect, probably due to a strong propension of the

central BDF unit to develop π stacking in the solid state [22].

The potential of these extended BDF molecules as donor material in

photovoltaic devices has been evaluated in basic bilayer planar het-

erojunction solar cells (PHJ) by using C60 as acceptor material. The use

of C60 allows an easy fabrication of the cells by evaporation of the ac-

ceptor and a direct comparison of the performances of the cells pre-

pared with the same methods from donor materials having analogue

structures. The cells were prepared by spin-casting a chloroform solu-

tion of donor onto indium tin oxide (ITO) precoated with poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT/PSS). Then a

30 nm layer of C60 were deposited by thermal evaporation under va-

cuum, followed by the deposition of an 80 nm aluminium electrode

(27mm2 of active area). Annealing tests of the films have been per-

formed at different temperatures. Results are gathered in Table 2 and

the current-voltage characteristics of the cells are presented in Fig. 5.

Both compounds present a photovoltaic activity with average power

conversion efficiencies (PCE) before annealing of 0.59 and 1.15% for

BDF1 and BDF2 respectively. The cells show similar open circuit vol-

tages (VOC) about 0.6–0.7 V in accordance with their close oxidation

potentials. The more extended derivative BDF2 displays higher short

circuit density (JSC=3.13mA cm−2) and above all a better fill factor

(FF=50%) than BDF1 (JSC=2.21mA cm−2, FF= 34%). Both mate-

rials show a good stability to the heat treatment with annealing tem-

peratures reaching 190 °C for obtaining optimal activities. For BDF1,

the annealing makes it possible to double the average PCE to reach

1.28% (best PCE 1.33%) by increasing the JSC (3.90 mA cm−2) and the

FF (48%) while the VOC (0.53 V) is decreasing. Concerning BDF2, the

effects of annealing are less efficient giving an average PCE of 1.59%

(best PCE=1.65%) with a rise of the JSC up to 4.25mA cm−2 and a

small enhancement of the FF to obtain 50% while the VOC stays stable at

0.60 V. The performance of the cells with BDF2 are very close of the

ones obtained with other analogue BDF materials [44]. The external

Fig. 4. Normalized UV-Vis absorption (solid line) and emission (dotted line) spectra of

BDF1 (top) and BDF2 (bottom) in THF (10−5M), λex=490 nm.

Table 2

Photovoltaic characteristics of PHJ cells based on donors BDF1 and BDF2 under 1.5AM-

simulated solar illumination at 80mW cm−2.

Cpd Tannealing °C VOC (V)

average

JSC (mA cm−2)

average

FF (%)

average

PCE (%)

average

PCE (%)

best

BDF1 –

190

0.65

0.53

2.20

3.90

33

48

0.59

1.24

0.63

1.33

BDF2 –

180

0.60

0.60

3.05

4.25

47

50

1.07

1.59

1.19

1.65

Fig. 5. Current density vs voltage curves for the best bilayer cells BDF1/C60 (black) and

BDF2/C60 (red) after annealing at 190 °C and 180 °C respectively. (For interpretation of

the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of

this article.)
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quantum yield efficiency (EQE) spectra for the best cells built with

BDF1 and BDF2 were recorded under monochromatic irradiation

(Fig. 6). Both spectra show a broad wave extending from 300 to 600

with a maximum at 380 nm, probably corresponding in part to the

contribution of C60 to the photocurrent, followed by a shoulder around

500 nm for BDF1 and 590 nm for BDF2 due to the donor derivatives.

4. Conclusion

In summary, two new extended TPA – benzodifuran derivatives

connected by cyano-vinylene junctions have been synthesized. The

synthetic approach to vehicle the cyanovinyl-BDF building block in-

volves the diacetonitrile – BDF synthon, easily and rapidly prepared.

The electronic property studies reveal a high electronic delocalization

between the two external TPA units, through the central BDF moiety,

allowing an easy access to the dication state. The new derivatives

present optical properties and energy levels suitable for use as donor

materials for photovoltaic conversion. The influence of the extension of

the conjugated systems on the electronic properties with the insertion

of the furan cycles shows a narrowing band gap, an increasing of

quantum yield for the fluorescence and an enhancement of the photo-

voltaic characteristics. Conjugated polymers exploiting the new diACN-

BDF building block are now underway and will be reported in future

publications.
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